Improve factory performance and assemble productivity

Factory Insights as a Service helps you efficiently optimize manufacturing processes and quickly show value, covering asset monitoring, performance tracking, and digital work instruction. Our solution brings together full-solution applications, a robust scalable platform, and over 30 years of expertise to quickly turn ideas and pilots into meaningful results.

Impact
Optimize your manufacturing operations, ensure equipment is performing well, and improve labor productivity with AR training

Speed
Deliver results quickly across all areas of your business with pre-built solution applications and dashboards for common use cases

Scale
Leverage repeatable solution applications and robust Microsoft Azure backbone to rapidly expand across manufacturing sites

59%
IoT initiatives that stall at the Proof-of-Concept (PoC) stage*

Factory Insights as a Service builds on the breakthrough capabilities of FactoryTalk InnovationSuite to quickly operationalize some of the most critical use cases improving production, asset, and workforce efficiency, while future-proofing our customers’ digital transformation roadmap.

Blake Moret, CEO, Rockwell Automation

*“Drive Transformational Outcomes at Scale: Breakthrough pilot purgatory and capitalize on impact, with speed and at enterprise scale,” a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of PTC, Microsoft, and Rockwell Automation, December 2020
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